Community Orchestra In Third Concert

The third concert to be presented by the Berkshire Community Orchestra, sponsored by the Sprague Electric Company, was held last Saturday, December 8th. The orchestra, under the direction of J. Nix. Cullinan of Williams College, has been rehearsing for the past ten weeks. The cooperation of all musicians has been extraordinary in the fact that there has been over 90% attendance at these rehearsals, and the program promises to be a skilled performance.

The program consists of Beethoven's Symphony No. 6 known as the "Pastoral" Symphony, Mozart's Sonata for Organ and Orchestra, and Grieg's Peer Gynt Suite No. 1. At this Log goes to press before the presentation by the orchestra, it is unable to say how well it will do, but I will convert will be, but all indications point to a successful ticket sale and a performance of more than usual merit.

The concert will be, but all indications point to a successful ticket sale and a performance of more than usual merit.

Dutch Children "Say it with Flowers"

Mary Mathews, Chairman of the LOG Social Committee supervises the planting of tulip bulbs, sent to Sproucers by the grateful children of our sponsored school in Ebenen, Holland. The obliging gardener is Paul King.

The guest book of Sprague Electric Company is filled with notes of appreciation from individuals throughout the nation and the world. The Dutch Children sent the following letter, accompanying the Dutch tulip bulbs:

"Dearest Mr. Nattoll, our school is very grateful for the gift of tulip bulbs. We hope they will be as beautiful as the ones you sent last year. We also thank you for the other gifts we received. We are always happy to show our thanks for your kindness. Thank you again. Say "Thank you" to the children of the Netherlands."

This letter is just one of many that have been received from interested persons in the electrical industry. The school in Ebenen, Holland, is famous for its tulips, and sale of such bulbs has been one of that nation's chief sources of income.

Sprague Electric Company and employees are delighted with this gift and the tulip bulbs have been planted in the yard of the Marshall Street Plant, as the picture shows. There, the gay blooms will give pleasure to everyone passing by, and a constant reminder of our Holland friends across the sea.

Dutch Children "Say it with Flowers".

LEAVE IT TO THE DUTCH!

That little nation got back on its feet in a hurry, after being completely devastated in the war years. And today, the children in its schools are an expressive example of the nation itself. For instance, when Sprague Electric employees sponsored a school in Ebenen, Holland, the past year, the computer of the school was not content merely to say "thank you" for the gifts received. No indeed—though many were the letters received from individual pupils expressing gratitude for those gifts— they did something about it. Still struggling to get back on their feet, they looked about for a way to show their appreciation to us—and what more typical, than to send us a bag of their tulip bulbs. As everyone knows, Holland is famous for its tulips, and sale of such bulbs has been one of that nation's chief sources of income.
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Dutch Children "Say it with Flowers".
**UNITY OF PURPOSE**

... in America, we find a good measure of unity, historically speaking. Though we are made up of states and other kinds of groups, we have shown appreciation for the same fundamental goals of democracy... and if we are going to continue as a prosperous and healthy republic as well as leading a helpful hand to those disorganized countries across the sea, it is necessary that we have unity of purpose. Our workers, managers, industrialists, farmers, educators... all must keep our purposes controlled in the direction of full unity... if one group wants to eliminate private ownership of property, and another group wants to preserve constitutional government... they are working at cross purposes... we should strive for a rededication of our purposes to the needful individual freedom for the entire nation... with that unity, no one need fear the future prosperity and well being of this nation.

**HINT TO SANTA**

Manufacturers of electrical devices and components are pleased to note that the “firsts” on Christmas lists this year are radios and electrical appliances... as far as the boys are concerned.

A recent survey shows that 1,005 women interviewed in a ten-city survey chose radios and radio-phonographs as their most desired single gift for furs and fur coats as second ranking favorites.

**APOLGY**

The caption under the picture of the officers of the Sprague Management Club has made us think that F. Wilson was an officer. This should have read Fielding Simmon.

**BEAVER NEWS**

**Payroll**

By Prisella Northrup

It is nice to hear that Betty Alder- man is doing so well after her recent leg operation in Boston. She is at home now and from all reports, she is slowly but surely recuperating.

It was brought to our attention when Edith Maynard was absent one day because of an infected finger, that that was the first time she had been absent from work since she has been employed by the Sprague Electric Company, over five years ago.

Edith comes home to care for young Dennis, she has worked almost constantly. She is doing so well after her recent leg operation in Boston. She is at home now and from all reports, she is slowly but surely recuperating.

Dennis is recovering and grew flowers in the green hou... he has just recently built.

**MISC. PAPER FINISH**

By Gert Hall

We've found Ernie Deppe to be a fine cook. He has been with Sprague Electric for 12 years, starting in the Can Shop by Harry Anderson. Donald Fortini has been with Sprague's for 6 years — a year was in the Lunch room, two years in the Gas Mask Department, and he is now employed in the Sample Laboratory at Marshall Street. William, next in line of services has been at Sprague's for five years, starting in the Machine Shop for "Tuffy" Romul. He is now employed in the Can Shop. Frank (Poe Wise), the canoeist in line of service, has been employed here two years. He started with John Pierce in the A.C. Dysas and is now working in the Miscellaneous Paper Assembly Department. All four of the boys are ardent bowlers and fish, to fish, Ruth's hobby is movies and reading. while Julie likes to work around yard and grows flowers in the new green house.

**ALL IN THE FAMILY**

Six out of seven of the families pictured here are Sprague employees. Little Dennis E. is the son of Mr. and Mrs. William Witherow. Rita and Julio Pedrin, and Rita's brothers John, Donald, Will... are all Sprague employees.

**Related by Gladys Kirkpatrick**

"Old Timers"—as far as length of service for Sprague Electric is concerned are Rita and Julio Pedrin. Both worked for Sprague Electric for two years, starting in the Can Shop by Harry Anderson. Donald Fortini has been with Sprague's for 6 years — a year was in the Lunch room, two years in the Gas Mask Department, and he is now employed in the Sample Laboratory at Marshall Street. William, next in line of services has been at Sprague's for five years, starting in the Machine Shop for "Tuffy" Romul. He is now employed in the Can Shop. Frank (Poe Wise), the canoeist in line of service, has been employed here two years. He started with John Pierce in the A.C. Dysas and is now working in the Miscellaneous Paper Assembly Department. All four of the boys are ardent bowlers and fish, to fish, Ruth's hobby is movies and reading, while Julie likes to work around yard and grows flowers in the new green house. He has just recently built.

"You" Corner, graduate of St. Luke's Hospital is a Sprague employee. Her mother, Alberta, is employed in the Resistors.

**F. P. Dysas**

By Rose Richie

Dorine Dinius gave her lesson the day she missed it as she thought it was a lunch break she had only bread crumbs and bananas to feast on.

Jack Faasini — we thought Doretta Blanchard's hat looked quite stunning on you.

The F. P. Department was represented at the Military Ball recently. We hear our supervisor, Roy Cook, made quite a dancing figure in his tux. If you want a tipple figure, ask Johnny Pierce what daily exercises he follows.

For something quite tasty, try Grace McConnell's date-nut cake. Mi-mi.

Welcome back, Emma Vizzo, from your visit to Italy. And thanks for those delicious chocolates.

A Thanksgiving day was held by the gang, complete withtrimming, music and all. We had a grand time.

Imagine our surprise the day we saw a big Panda bear walking about. Further investigation disclosed Lor- raine Marceau was holding it. "Tiny" won it on a chance.

"Everything happens to me!" cried Irene Jones the night she started her car, and found herself sitting in a cloud of smoke. She claimed one man said there was an atomic bomb in her car, but we think its old age creeping up on that Burtie.

**Upper Offices**

By "Dee" and "Pho"

Farewell and good luck to "Snoes" Bonney and others who have left our employment in the past few weeks, also to Milli Marchegiani, who are moving to Bennington. Lots of luck to you, "Mill" and even tho' you haven't been with us for too long we'll all miss you.

Welcome to Louis Gageant our new draftsman. Hope you like it here, Lou. Speaking of that "new look" — and who isn't—we've got a gal that goes for it but definitely. We won't men- tion any names but that black skirt sure looked good on you, M....

**Thank You!**

(Continued from page 1)

The management of the Sprague Electric Company on behalf of all the employees extend their appreciation to Mr. Nattoli for his continued interest and support. Their support and understanding of the employees will go to Mr. Nattoli with the compliments of the Sprague Electric Company.

**Management Club Hear Podesky**

The first meeting of the Sprague Electric Company, Management Club was held December 3d at the Hub restaurant. Following a buffet supper, Mr. Leon Podesky spoke on "Sprague Products in Modern Electronic Equipment." He discussed the various products that were shown throughout the United States.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hewitt, November 1st at St. Francis church. The bride is the former Nellie Morin of PAA. Sold- dering.

Benson-Morace — Miss Florence Theresa Moreau became the bride of Bert Edward Benson in a double ring ceremony at Notre Dame church Thanksgiving Day. Florence is employed in the Paper Ignition Assembly Department.

Manuso-Corsi — Miss Theresa Rose Corci became the bride of Peter V. Manuso on Thanksgiving Day at St. Anthony's church. The bride is employed in the PAA, Rolling Department.

Ward-Windover — Miss June Ann Windover was married November 29, to John Taylor Ward at the First Baptist church. June is employed in the Sales Office.

Stafinski-Kondej — Miss Rose Kondej became the bride of Theodore Stafinski at St. Stanislaus church, November 22. The double ring ceremony was read. The bride is a member of the PAA, Rolling Department.

DeBuggle-DelPietro — Miss Cecilia DelPietro was married to Elmo DelPietro on November 22 at St. Thomas church. Gena is employed in the PAA, Rolling Department.

Stone-Delpietro — Miss Doris Rose DePietro was married November 22, to Edward Stone at St. Joseph church. The bride is employed in the Industrial Oil Rolling Department.

Bernardini-Tonatti — Mrs. Ruth Anselma Tonatti became the bride of Dominick Bernardini on November 1st, Ruth is employed in the PAA, Department and Bernard is employed in the Maintenance Department.

Wedding Bells

Can Shop

By Harry Trombley

Ted Dzik, our foreman, is having quite a time with the rodent family — and all the boys of the Department having a good laugh.

POPULAR SAYINGS:

Larry Dziedzic: The writing is on the wall — we can't prevent another 1929 depression.

Joe Spagnolo: After a lot of study, it seems the Department regulations regarding work are given to those with political influence.

Frank Mancuso: He starts off by agreeing and then decides to disagree — and Harry Trombley likes to argue those points to the hilt.

Everything is serene for Bill Hussey — Bill Kilbridge is back after a week in New York City. Wonder if "Pinky" Sherman is doing all that walking to get back his boyfriends? "New" Roberts had a poor sense of direction recently. While repairing an article, he decided on the way it should be done, only to find out, when he had finished it, that it was upside down!

Understand that "Red" Garelick of Plating, was one of the lucky ones to get a deer during the season in Vermont. Jimmy Scarbo has a good memory; he just told me that nine years ago at this time his daughter was five minutes old. (Remarkable!)

Bill Hussey seems to get a kick over the fact that Ernie Chacoonovce lives in Adams. Careful there, Jimmy Scarbo you're cut off competition with Les dustin.

Steven Roberts, grandson of Grace of F. F. Pep, and son of Mrs. Louis Arnold. We're happy to hear that most of us gave thanks for our turkeys for Thanksgiving.

Formation Dept.

By James Shea

W. Gillam is spotted at hunting in Vermont. All he saw were eight without horns. However three in party did see deer. Better luck in Massachusetts, "Rabe." Since the only other Vermont deer hunter in the "town" I could not see any, this Department will have to rely on its Massachusetts season for hunting.

A Renouf is having a tough time. Last week, he lost his trappers, this week he lost his empty hunting box! We think that Adam Pevoski should call all the Marx brothers... Joe went hunting alone, shot at a deer and came home empty handed.

Those from this Department who have announced that they would support and bring home the venison are John Zwiercan, Giulio Brondoni, "Pat" Conners, "Babe" Gilbert, the Pevoski brothers, "Rob", your reporter, and "Yal" Pasinowitz. With this gang of nincompoos, we should be able to supply at least half of the Sprague workers with venison.

Without the assistance of "Pete" Markowski, George and Reifland Perras, John Zwiercan has finally succeeded in convincing the individual souls to come and get their buck on West Shaft Road.

Our clerk, Betty Bogus looks very happy this morning, although we believe she got stuck on the price.

Dry Rolling

L. Kolls and M. Critelka

The Beaverette's bowling team has shown wonderful progress in the first season of bowling. They have lost just one game out of six! Those from Dry Rolling who bowl are: Ruth Kelley, Kay Darling, Esther Remis, Helen McGinn, Clara Talibos, "Vicky" Wieszowski, Beatrice Monnet and Margaret Wittig. The Girls' Basketball Team has also shown great promise in their practice. Their captain has not yet been chosen, but the girls will be playing their first game soon.

It's all over — except the eating, the deer hunting season in Vermont that is over for Adam Novak.... But get that shotguns of yours out, Adam — maybe one will come down to our valley in December. "We get faith in you, Ross!"

As in previous circumstances the "gang" came to the rescue of Kay Darling when her pocketbook was mishandled or lost. The collection from the gang included such suitable objects as: 27 cents, 4 cigarettes, 1 handmade womb, 1 tweed cap, 1 needle and an anchor to hold her possessions, a new paper handbag and who furnished the box of matches, Kay?

Our latest organization is the "Nutty Skitters' Club," with Lorraine Kolis in charge. Our first and only members are Elsie Smith, Mary Richard- delli and Mary Critella. By the way, Mary C. N.T. speaking of knitting did you locate that pumpkin pie you peeked at the other day? Art and Dorsey are glad the windows are boarded up for winter. Now all they have to worry about is winning the lot off, and on, to suit individual arguments.

Jeannette Roy and Eva Dziedzic went hunting a week end in N.Y. C. ... They had a wonderful time. One of the first things Jeannette did on her return was to faint in Nurses' Aid class. She has completely recovered now — but there's always some reaction after going to the "Big City."

F. P. Assembly

By Ruth Haskins

We are pleased to note that a new member is on the mend after a serious illness. She spent several weeks in the hospital during the winter;

When someone calls "Frank" in this Department, the question arises, "Who is there?" We have four — Frank Manns, Frank Wiles and Frank Fortini. Frankly speaking, that is quite a few Franks.

Eva Lescarbeau is still busy around here. Doc Gilmartin is wearing a beautiful diamond. Best wishes, Eva. Remember, girls, if you have anything extra in your lunch, Elmer Darrow is still accepting hand-outs!

New Arrivals

Sor—Mr. and Mrs. William Kazur- owicz became the parents of a son, born November 22, 1947. The proud dad is employed in the Industrial Oil Department, and the mother in the PAA.

Sor — Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Kondej became the parents of a son, born November 22. The mother is employed in the Misc. Paper Finishing Department.

Brown Street Briefs

W. Gilbert

was successful at hunting in Vermont. All he saw were eight without horns. However, three in party did see deer. Better luck in Massachusetts, "Rabe." Since the only other Vermont deer hunter in the "town" I could not see any, this Department will have to rely on its Massachusetts season for hunting.

A Renouf is having a tough time. Last week, he lost his trappers, this week, he lost his empty hunting box! We think that Adam Pevoski should call all the Marx brothers... Joe went hunting alone, shot at a deer and came home empty handed.

Those from this Department who have announced that they would support and bring home the venison are John Zwiercan, Giulio Brondoni, "Pat" Conners, "Babe" Gilbert, the Pevoski brothers, "Rob", your reporter, and "Yal" Pas- inowitz. With this gang of nincompoos, we should be able to supply at least half of the Sprague workers with venison.

Without the assistance of "Pete" Markowski, George and Reifland Perras, John Zwiercan has finally succeeded in convincing the individual souls to come and get their buck on West Shaft Road.

Our clerk, Betty Bogus looks very happy this morning, although we believe she got stuck on the price.

Miss. Paper Assembly

By Ruth Haskins

We are pleased to note that a new member is on the mend after a serious illness. She spent several weeks in the hospital dur- ing the winter;

When someone calls "Frank" in this Department, the question arises, "Who is there?" We have four — Frank Manns, Frank Wiles and Frank Fortini. Frankly speaking, that is quite a few Franks.

Eva Lescarbeau is still busy around here. Doc Gilmartin is wearing a beautiful diamond. Best wishes, Eva. Remember, girls, if you have anything extra in your lunch, Elmer Darrow is still accepting hand-outs!

New Arrivals

Sor—Mr. and Mrs. William Kazur- owicz became the parents of a son, born November 22, 1947. The proud dad is employed in the Industrial Oil Department, and the mother in the PAA.

Sor — Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Kondej became the parents of a son, born November 22. The mother is employed in the Misc. Paper Finishing Department.

Wire Coating

By Coaven Tate

Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Arnold. We're happy to hear of the arrival of your baby daughter, June Elizabeth.

Ralph Ford returned from his hunting trip — and for once without the parcel post about it caught your quota? With Thanksgiving past, and Christ- mas close upon us, we wonder when 1947 went so fast.

Paul Sanford tells us he went hunt- ing, saw a deer at close range but never fired. WHY? He still turns red when he talks about it.

Mr. and Mrs. John Hewitt welcome to their new daughter, Jane Elizabeth. Early Washburn spent Thanksgiving in Hartford, Conn.

F. P. Assembly

By Emma Massaroni

Hope all of our workers had a pleasant Thanksgiving ... and I hope you all got to give thanks to the American way of life, — for the wonderful country in which we live, which is free and the home of the brave.

Welcome back to the Department.

Grace Roberts was honored on her birthday with a party given by her co- workers.

Leah Ackerman and Ed Brown, formerly of this Department paid us visits recently.

Frankie Segala and Frances Moniz are quite a pair ... They must have been eating something special lately, since they have a witty reply for every question.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC LOG
**OUR SAFETY CORNER**

Make your Christmas safe from fire hazards. This "eats nest" has enough fire hazards for ten homes!

Use as many wall outlets as necessary, but do not carry so many wires on one outlet.

**Molded Tubulars -- 2nd Shift**

By Gladys Kirkpatrick

Birthday greetings to Jennie Pa- romba, Wanda Scarpitto and Kay Gladisky — all of whom celebrated birthdays the same day. We wish you many more of these splendid days.

What can the attraction be in Saratoga this time of Year? Al Zifer and Frankie Mongese have no guessing . . . and by the way, have you noticed the flashy sweater Frankie has been sporting?

Wanda Scarpitto and Gladys Kirk- patriick have been busy swapping tales about their new puppies. "Kandy's is a Spitz and Gladys' is a toy Man-chester.

Ruth Richmond has offered a large reward for any information about the whereabouts of her horse . . . Perhaps I he moved into Bing Crosby's stables —

Bing could stand a good horse, you know! What's Wilmington, Vt. got that we haven't got? Perhaps I it's the Big Dipper?

Romeo, you have no right to Resistors. Romeo, you have no—— by the way, have you noticed the flashy sweater Frankie has been sporting?

Lillian Bingham and Millie Magnani are with us again after enjoying their well-deserved vacation at Saratoga this time of Year? Al Zifer and Frankie Mongese have no guessing . . . and by the way, have you noticed the flashy sweater Frankie has been sporting?
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Bing could stand a good horse, you know! What's Wilmington, Vt. got that we haven't got? Perhaps I it's the Big Dipper?

Romeo, you have no right to Resistors. Romeo, you have no—— by the way, have you noticed the flashy sweater Frankie has been sporting?
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